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About This Game

Shred! is created entirely by just one guy with a severe mountain bike and video game addiction...Just like the real thing, the
action is fast paced and utterly relentless from start to finish! With over 30 courses to ride and two Bike Parks, you can rest

assured that every inch of trail is carefully designed to keep you on the absolute ragged edge!

Features

AAA rendering effects and massive increase in visual fidelity over mobile versions!

NEW - First person camera angle takes intensity to a new level!

"Flowy" level design makes for an authentic, fun and very satisfying game-play experience!

Over 30 gnarly trails inspired by real world locations, events and famous video segments!

Compete in Downhill, Enduro and Freeride events!

Realistic bike and character physics!

Xbox Gamepad support!
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Cinematic & dynamic camera angles!

Fun, bonus levels inspired by Mountain Bike culture!

Brutal crashes!

Made by a Mountain Biker for Mountain Bikers (and everyone else too)!
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Title: Shred! Downhill Mountain Biking
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
ASBO Interactive
Publisher:
ASBO Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core Intel

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Direct X9 compatible on board graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Includes graphical options to increase compatibility on some on-board Intel based chipsets and older
graphics hardware

English
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going nowhere fast. Bad controls & stupid gameplay
I am sorry Devs but what you were trying to me isn't a game at all...

1/10. GOTY 2018.

Mainly for laughs, as the correct option is most of the time obvious, but you can learn some stuff if you pay attention.
. The perfect balance between complexity within the puzzles and story. The complexity curve of the levels was perfect, always
keeping me on the line between frustration and boredom. Even if the story is ignored the environments and design of the puzzles
themselves kept me coming back for more.
A fantastic game and relaxing experience.
A solid 9\/10 because i'm bad at finding secrets. A really really good text based "Choose Your Own (survival) Adventure".

First chapter didn´t impress me that much but hot damn IT GETS SO GOOD. I LOVE IT.
That said if you aren´t into reading this isn´t your game honey.

First CYOA of my library I actually felt I MUST recommend.. It's abandoned, and honestly, just look at it.

You wouldn't play it, much less pay for it.. Really should just buy XL instead, not this DLC.
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The game is promising, but... I was not able to get trhough the menus, it's just puzzling. Basic hack n slash game story is ok, but
the gear and rolling system is really neat worth to check out. A good 1$ minimalist puzzle game with 60 levels, around 2h long.
If you like this kind (like Hook, Zenge, etc..) you won't be disappointed, there are achievements, relaxing music and the game is
polished. The only downside is that the graphic design is not very obvious for the brain, for instance what is clickable does not
differentiate enough from what is not clickable, also some levels can looks confusing at first glance and be easy in reality, but
we can forgive these flaws because the level design is interesting and it has an overall well calibrated level of difficulty. 7/10.
best Game Ever Created, Bought it becuase of the Trailer But Cool game.. The game introduces some nice and original features,
like the climbing system, and it's set in a very nice and dense environments. The characters and animals are perfectly tailored to
fit the location and the historycal period.
The game is still under development, so I'm expecting all the potential issues will be solved very soon.. I can't wait to see what
this developer comes up with next. Good work!. This character is good, really. She's cool moves (fire effects :D) but they are
also fast and powerful.
It's definitely worth your money.
Only con is that she only has two costumes... but hey! We are on PC! We have mods! (iukwim)

DEVS (yeah I'm helping TN, kill me)! In the move list there's a weird P (just before the KKK string), and it's also reported as a
middle punch. FIX!!!||\\\\!!\\\\\\1111!!!!!!!!!

Another weird lonely K just before P+K

The K in the 6H+K is reported as an high kick (while it's a mid strike, in fact even the H says so)

Was it so difficult to make P, K, P+K and T after the airflip (9P) appear at the right moment, and not just display them with all
the other moves?

7P, ok, but 7PP? The second P doesn't work!. NEVER GET THIS GAME!!! You can get this trash for free.
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